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Coffee Manufactory envisions a future coffee industry in which 
sustainable and equitable supply chains are the norm. For this 
to happen, two components are essential: collaboration and 
transparency. Therefore, in an effort to enhance transparency 
and share our collaborative efforts, we are proud to welcome you 
to Coffee Manufactory’s first Sustainability Report. This report is 
intended to spark insightful dialogue, showcase our commitment 
to sustainable and equitable coffee supply chains, and provide 
insight into the inner workings of our company. 

WELCOME

WELCOME
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A NEED FOR INNOVATION

Coffee Manufactory is striving to make positive, long-lasting 
change within the coffee sector.  With a staggering 125 million 
individuals depending on coffee production as their primary source 
of income, the cultivation and production of coffee has a far 
greater impact on global economic development than many may 
realize. Unfortunately, economic inequality permeates the global 
coffee industry, leaving these 125 million people in an extremely 
vulnerable financial state (Figure 1). This is most notable with 
the volatility of the New York C price (the price at which coffee is 
traded internationally as a raw commodity) consistently inhibiting 
producers from achieving economic stability, while the players 
toward the end of the supply chain (importers, roasters, and 
retailers) continue to experience exponential financial growth 
(Figure 2). Regardless of these existing financial inequities, it is still 
the responsibility of producers to mitigate the risks and challenges 
associated with coffee production. 

OUR ROLE IN THE COFFEE SUPPLY CHAIN

As a roaster that sources coffee directly from our coffee-
producing partners, we are uniquely positioned in the coffee 
supply chain to create positive change across the industry, 
emphasizing the importance of mutual partnership between 
producer and buyer. We believe that by conducting business with a 
focused lens on equity, we can achieve sustainability in our supply 
chains. To us, a sustainable supply chain means that all players in 
the supply chain are socio-economically prosperous, while coffee 
production grows in harmony with its surrounding environment.

$200 billion/year Global Coffee Industry<$20 billion/year Exporting Revenue

WELCOME

OUR ULTIMATE GOAL: EVERY PRODUCER WE SOURCE COFFEE FROM IS BOTH 

SUSTAINABLE AND PROFITABLE IN THEIR OPERATIONS. 

Figure 1. In 2015, the global coffee industry had an estimated value of $200 billion/year, yet producing countries 
generated a revenue of <10% of this value, highlighting the economic inequity existing across the coffee supply chain.
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EXISTING SUSTAINABILITY EFFORTS

Over the past decade, “coffee sustainability” has become synonymous with 
“coffee certifications.” Although these certification frameworks have been 
instrumental in establishing baseline standards for what constitutes as 
sustainable coffee production, they are not accessible to every coffee producer. 
Certifications have, without a doubt, created positive change for our sector, 
but there is ample room to improve upon existing mechanisms and implement 
innovative solutions to achieve sustainability. 

REDEFINING COFFEE SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH INNOVATION

The coffee industry has the ability to become a leader in sustainable agriculture, 
and we at Coffee Manufactory are committed to working toward achieving this 
radical transformation. Although we are small, we have a unique opportunity to 
run operations in a manner that places producer-level sustainability and supply 
chain equity at the forefront of our business. Ultimately, we are seeking to 
empower coffee producers to achieve sustainability by investing our company’s 
resources into the operations of our established partners farms and paying 
sustainable prices to support the longevity of their existing operations. With 
producers being the most vital players in the coffee supply chain, everyone needs 
to be reinvesting into what we depend upon: coffee production. 

ENDING MESSAGE

There will always be ways in which we can improve upon our business practices, 
we are constantly learning. Therefore, these recurring Sustainability Reports 
will serve a dual purpose, providing you all transparency and providing us an 
opportunity to continuously reevaluate our practices, approaches, and strategies. 
As you make your way through our first Sustainability Report, if something 
catches your attention that you would like to speak to us about, we encourage 
you to reach out to us at info@coffeemanufactory.com. We want to chat and 
connect, because achieving a sustainable coffee industry requires collaboration 
and transparency. 

Figure 2. Overview of New York Coffee prices since 2010, showcasing 
coffee’s price volatility and how the market is currently.
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4. Countries we purchased coffee from in 2019

5. Total (volume) green coffee purchased for 2019/2020: 477,000lbs

6. Breakdown of Wholesale Channels

7. Primary partners:

1. Total number of operations

2. Total number of employees:

3. Our coffee offerings: 6 Core SKUs

COFFEE MANUFACTORY: COMPANY OVERVIEW

KOREAKOREALOS ANGELESLOS ANGELES

Coffee Manufactory began in 2016 from a desire to sustainably source and roast exceptional coffee alongside our sister company Tartine Bakery. Our entire business was founded on the notion of placing the wellbeing 
of our producing partners at the forefront of our operational strategies. We are only able to do so with the help of our dedicated staff and with the support of our incredible wholesale partners.   

Coffee Sourced in 2019

15.9% - Peru 

0.5% - Rwanda 

18.3% - Colombia

5.4% - Ecuador 

12.3% - El Salvador

23.8% - Ethiopia 

0.9% - Guatamala 

22.8% - Honduras 

Coffee Sourced in 2019

15.9% - Peru 

0.5% - Rwanda 

18.3% - Colombia

5.4% - Ecuador 

12.3% - El Salvador

23.8% - Ethiopia 

0.9% - Guatamala 

22.8% - Honduras 

2019 YTD Volume

18% - Tartine 

1% - Marketing

28% - Café

12% - Corporation 

2% - Distribution

12% - Grocery 

12% - Hotel 

22.8% - Restaurant

1% - Retail

2019 YTD Volume

18% - Tartine 

1% - Marketing

28% - Café

12% - Corporation 

2% - Distribution

12% - Grocery 

12% - Hotel 

22.8% - Restaurant

1% - Retail

WELCOME

OAKLANDOAKLAND
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SUSTAINABLE 
SOURCING 

MODEL

At the core of our business is sourcing great coffee, in the 
most equitable and sustainable manner. Our Sustainable 
Sourcing Model provides us the framework to do just that, 
while also allowing us to work toward our long-term vision 
of Producer-Level Sustainability. The foundation of our 
Sustainable Sourcing Model is two-fold 1) foster and maintain 
direct relationships with partners at origin and 2) support their 
coffee producing businesses by paying sustainable prices.
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Fostering and maintaining direct relationships is the first foundational component in our Sustainable Sourcing Model. To truly be a meaningful business partner to coffee producers, it is imperative to buy large 
volumes of coffee, year after year. Instead of purchasing coffee from a wide array of countries and regions, Coffee Manufactory seeks to consistently buy coffee from a single supply chain partner, across only 
a handful of countries. We strive to source 80% of our coffee through these established supply chains, utilizing a direct relationship model. Meaning, we work closely and collaboratively with our coffee producing 
partners to source and buy coffee. The remaining 20% of coffee we purchased is “spot coffee” which we buy from our established importing partners. 

SPOT COFFEE: 

Due to coffee having a long and complex supply chain, buying coffee directly from our partners requires us to forecast 8-12 months in advance. This results in many instances in which we sell coffee quicker than 
projected and therefore, need to buy coffee on the “spot.” Spot coffee refers to any coffee that is immediately available for purchase from an importer and therefore not purchased directly by us at origin. Spot 
coffees are great because they allow us to purchase coffee outside of our established supply chains, providing an opportunity to make connections with farmers that we may not have done on our own accord. 
Furthermore, spot coffees help us support and maintain good relationships with our key importing partners, who play an essential role in facilitating the logistics of our directly sourced coffee. Our key importing 
partners who supply us with spot coffee as well as assist us with exporting/importing our directly sourced coffee are Red Fox Merchants and Falcon Coffees, both of which are committed to ethical sourcing and 
paying equitable prices for coffee. 

DIRECT RELATIONSHIPS

SUSTAINABLE SOURCING MODEL

 LOT SELECTION (CUPPING)
 GREEN BUYING LOGITISTICS
 PRICE NEGOTIATION

 PICKING
 SORTING

 SORTING
 DEPULPING 
 FERMENTATION
 WASHING / DRYING

 HULLING 
 DENSITY SORTING
 DEFECT SORTING
 STORAGE
 PRE-SHIPMENT SAMPLE
 APPROVAL FOR EXPORT

 OCEAN FREIGHT TO PORT
 STOP / CLEAR AT PORT
 ARRIVAL SAMPLE

 WAREHOUSE AT STORAGE FACILITY
 SHIP TO ROASTING PLANTE

 TRIAL ROAST
 QC APPROVAL
 PRODUCTION ROAST
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PAYING A SUSTAINABLE PRICE

Paying farmers a sustainable price for the coffee we purchase is the second 
component in our Sustainable Sourcing Model. For each coffee we buy, 
we negotiate and set prices directly with our partners at origin to ensure 
that we are indeed paying a price that supports the vitality of their coffee 
businesses. We do not set prices based off the  New York Intercontinental 
Commodities Exchange market because we believe the C-market does not 
reflect the true cost of coffee. However, what constitutes as a sustainable 
price differs across both countries and regions due to varying costs and 
expenses (such as farm size, labor costs, infrastructure, etc.). Therefore, 
to aid in our commitment of paying a sustainable price across each supply 
chain, we partnered with the University of Michigan’s School for Environment 
and Sustainability in 2017 to take a data-driven approach to investigating 
sustainable coffee prices. 

“Defining a Sustainable Price” with the University of Michigan

We believe deepening our understanding around the cost and associated 
expenses of coffee production, for each region we source from, will 
strengthen the relationship we have with our partners and validate that we 
are indeed paying a sustainable price for coffee. Working with a team of 
graduate students from the University of Michigan, we conducted research 
investigating sustainable pricing for our Colombian supply chain. The research 
resulted in incredible insights, and we intend to continue our collaborative 
research partnership with the University of Michigan to build off these initial 
findings and scale our efforts across each of our established supply chains. 

To learn more, read an overview of the University of 
Michigan’s “Defining a Sustainable Price” research project. 

SUSTAINABLE SOURCING MODEL

https://assets.ctfassets.net/yea7ucrv6ioe/2iB6NIyQxlXCwb71K13epI/4660d2433f474abbafe5254837f1a5f2/Defining_a_Sustainable_Price_____University_of_Michigan.pdf
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Ultimately, the intention of our Sustainable Sourcing Model 
is to achieve and maintain Producer-Level Sustainability 
across each of our established supply chains. We are 
working collaboratively with our partners, taking a data-
driven, methodical approach to ensure we are properly 
investing in sustainability. By investing in the future of our 
partners’ businesses today, we are investing in our larger 
goal of transforming coffee production into a thriving and 
sustainable business for all.

PRODUCER
LEVEL

SUSTAINABILITY
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DEFINING SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)

Each KPI has associated metrics that are used to 
measure its sustainability performance. Learn more 
about each of the 15 Sustainability KPIs and their 
associated metrics.

Achieving our goal of Producer-Level Sustainability requires us to clearly 
define what we deem “sustainable.” Together with SCS Global Services, 
a trusted-leader in standards development, we established a set of 
15 Sustainability Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that we believe 
encompass the most vital components contributing to sustainable 
coffee production, encompassing the three pillars of sustainability: 
Economic, Social, and Environmental. Each KPI has associated metrics 
that we will use to measure and monitor the sustainability performance 
of each KPI over time. Coffee Manufactory believes achieving Producer 
Level Sustainability will result in strong and resilient supply chains, 
benefiting all stakeholders. We are committed to funding this work 
and ensuring that we are supporting our partners at origin, however 
we acknowledge that achieving sustainability will require a combined, 
collaborative effort between us and our supply chain partners. 

PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY

https://assets.ctfassets.net/yea7ucrv6ioe/2gU5Pc1GUJLFikgrfERf1o/dadae9d57c68732fcc334215cb0a0de2/15_Sustainability_KPIs_and_their_associated_metrics.pdf
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Producers have access to training on a range 
of topics to increase coffee quality and 
business insight.

Producers have clear climate change  
action plans.Gender gaps are diminished and  leadership 

positions encompass female participation.

Producers have a sustainable form of  
income year-round.

Producers use agricultural techniques that 
replenish and protect the soil.

Farm labor wages meet or exceed regional 
and national minimum wages. 

Producers are paid a sustainable price  
covering the cost of production + living  
and future investments.

Local flora and fauna are protected  
and conserved.

Producers utilize Integrated  
Pest Management practices. 

Coffee yields are maximized to improve 
income revenue.

Natural land is monitored and preserved.

Younger generations view coffee  
production as a viable career path.

Relationships with producers are  
long-term and direct.

Producers use agricultural techniques that 
replenish and protect water resources.

Producers have access to 
adequate nutrition year-round.

COFFEE MANUFACTORY’S SUSTAINABILITY KPIs
ECONOMIC SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL

TRAINING &
EDUCATION

GENDER EQUITY

PRODUCTIVITY

LAND USE & 
CONVERSION

NEXT GENERATION
OF PRODUCERS

INCOME

SOIL

FARM LABOR

PRICE
BIODIVERSITY

INPUTS

PARTNERSHIPS

WATER

FOOD SECURITY &
WATER ACCESS

PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY
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In an effort to connect Coffee Manufactory’s mission to the wider 
landscape of actors seeking to promote sustainable practices on a global 
scale, we have aligned each of our 15 Sustainability KPIs to one of the 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Aligning our KPIs  
with the UN’s sustainability initiative enhances transparency and dialogue 
across industries by allowing our efforts to be compared to others 
conducting similar work. 

*Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are the goals set forth by the United Nations as a 
 part of the “The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,” adopted by all United Nations  
 Member States in 2015.

ALIGNING OUR SUSTAINABILITY GOALS

COFFEE MANUFACTORY
SUPPORTS THE SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT  GOALS*

PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY
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Our goal of achieving Producer-Level Sustainability across each of our supply chains is ambitious, but we are determined and passionate about this work. To guide 
us toward attaining our goal, we have created a six-step Road Map to Achieving Producer-Level Sustainability. Although there are only six steps, we expect each 
step to involve countless conversations with our partners and peers. We are constantly seeking out new information to refine and improve our existing approach. 
We hope being transparent will lead to insightful conversations and deepen our knowledge around best practices. 

THE ROAD MAP TO ACHIEVING PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY 

HOW WE WILL ACHIEVE PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY

PRODUCER0-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY

CONDUCT A BASELINE 
SUSTAINABILITY 
ASSESSMENT

BENCHMARK EXISTING 
SUSTAINABILITY AND 
COMMUNICATE 
ASSESSMENT WITH
COFFEE PARTNER IMPLEMENT SUSTAINABILTIY 

ENRICHMENT STRATEGIES 
FOR SELECTED KPIs

CONDUCT FOLLOW UP 
ASSESSMENT

EVALUATE THE IMPACT 
OF ENRICHMENT 
STRATEGIEIS

CONTINUOUSLY 
MONITOR OVER TIME
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Designed to be malleable by nature, this road map will guide 
us as we embark on collaborative journeys with each of our 
coffee supply chain partners. With each partner possessing 
their own set of strengths and challenges, their paths 
toward improved sustainability will likely differ. Therefore, 
we will use the six-step Road Map to Achieving Producer-
Level Sustainability when working alongside each of our 
partners. The following pages detail the six steps included 
in the road map. 

THE ROAD  
TO ACHIEVING  

PRODUCER LEVEL  
SUSTAINABILITY
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STEP 1: CONDUCT A BASELINE SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT

THE ROAD TO PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY

The first step in achieving Producer-Level Sustainability begins with conducting a Baseline Sustainability Assessment. Each assessment will be conducted in 
collaboration with SCS Global Services, by an onsite auditor, who will collect data using the following tools: 

1. The Farm Sustainability Assessment (FSA) – An open-source tool that has been benchmarked to existing 
sustainability standards.

2. Direct Relationship Addendum – A 10 question addendum that objectively assesses the trading relationship between 
Coffee Manufactory and coffee producers. 

3. Sustainability Key Performance Indicators –  15 Sustainability KPIs that will serve as the primary data when navigating 
the Road Map to Achieving Producer-Level Sustainability across each of our supply chains. 

Baseline Sustainability Assessments will provide us an initial indication of the supply chain’s existing sustainability along with the capacity to track 
sustainability improvements over time. Our partner, SCS Global Services, is developing a Program Manual that will detail the assessment’s methodology to 
ensure proper replication across each of our supply chains.
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STEP 2: BENCHMARK EXISTING SUSTAINABILITY & COMMUNICATE  
ASSESSMENT WITH COFFEE PARTNER

*While each farm sampled during the Baseline Sustainability 
Assessment will result in their own, individual KPI data set, we will 
be consolidating and reporting the aggregated data set, due to both 
reporting efficiency and data privacy for farmers. Furthermore, 
as we will discuss in more detail in step 3, when improving upon 
sustainability, we will work with the entire network of farmers for a 
given supply chain, rather than individual farmers.

Following the Baseline Sustainability Assessment, the data on 
surrounding our Sustainability KPIs will be aggregated and utilized 
for step 2: Benchmarking Existing Sustainability.* A standardized 
benchmarking framework will be used to determine the current 
level of sustainability for each KPI across the supply chain. Each 
KPI will receive a Sustainability Benchmark of Bronze, Silver, 
or Gold, indicating low, average, or above average standard. 
Therefore, each Baseline Assessment will result in a total of 15 
Benchmarks, one for each KPI. All of the KPI data will be reviewed 
in detail with our supply chain partner, with any Bronze-level KPIs 
being the focus of the conversation.

THE ROAD TO PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY
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STEP 3: IMPLEMENT SUSTAINABILITY ENRICHMENT STRATEGIES

After identifying Bronze KPIs, Coffee Manufactory will work 
collaboratively to develop tailored Enrichment Strategies 
improve the sustainability for each targeted KPI. To ensure this 
strategy is inclusive of the views of coffee growers themselves, 
we seek to use various participatory approaches such as the 
gender-equity methodology, Gender Action Learning System 
(GALS). Developed by Linda Mayoux in Uganda (2002), this 
methodology would be used to encourage farmers across the 
supply chain to brainstorm Enrichment Strategies they believe 
would be the most effective in implementing. The intention 
of this methodology is to enable household members (men 
and women) to identify and negotiate their interests, needs, 
and goals. Ultimately, we want the Sustainability Enrichment 
Strategies to be selected by our coffee partners to ensure 
proper ownership and oversight during implementation. 

THE ROAD TO PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY
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STEP 4: CONDUCT FOLLOW-UP ASSESSMENT

Once the Sustainability Enrichment Strategies have been 
successfully implemented and a sufficient amount of time has 
passed to allow for their intended effects to take shape, we will 
then determine the impact each Enrichment Strategy had on 
improving each Bronze KPI by conducting a Follow-Up Sustainability 
Assessment. This second assessment will follow the same protocol 
of the Baseline Assessment, utilizing the Program Manual to ensure 
proper replication. 

THE ROAD TO PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY
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STEP 5: EVALUATE THE IMPACT OF ENRICHMENT STRATEGIES

Results from the follow-up assessment will provide a clear 
indication of how each KPI has progressed since the initial Baseline 
Sustainability Assessment. If we do not obtain substantial 
improvements across the KPIs for which we implemented Enrichment 
Strategies for in a year’s time, we will then re-evaluate and adjust our 
approach in achieving Producer-Level Sustainability. Conversely, if 
we do discover that a targeted KPI has improved after implementing 
a tailored Enrichment Strategy, we will continue this intervention, 
conducting follow-up Sustainability Assessments (step 4) each year 
to evaluate sustained progress over time.

THE ROAD TO PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY
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STEP 6: CONTINUOUSLY MONITOR OVER TIME

The goal is for each producer to eventually attain Gold Benchmarks 
across each KPI. Once all 15 KPIs receive Gold Benchmarks, we will 
then shift our focus to sustaining Producer-Level Sustainability. The 
idea is to equip our partners at origin with tools and resources, such 
as remote sensors, digitization, and a digital ledger to self-monitor 
the KPIs while also obtaining quantitative measurement that can 
inform their farm-management practices in real-time. For example, 
a remote soil sensor would provide quantitative data regarding how 
their soil conservation strategies are impacting the health of their 
soil. Ultimately, the plan is for all KPIs to be monitored and measured 
through technology and for the data to be co-owned and managed 
by producers. This data can then be used to directly access new 
markets, leveraging their sustainable practices and having actual 
data to substantiate their claims. In this way, we believe technology 
has the immense potential to empower producers by ensuring equity 
and transparency. 

THE ROAD TO PRODUCER-LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY
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COLOMBIA:
THE ROAD TO  

ACHIEVING  
PRODUCER-LEVEL  

SUSTAINABILITY WITH  
SIRUMA COFFEE LAB

In June 2018, we embarked on the Road to Achieving 
Producer-Level Sustainability for our Colombian 
Supply Chain, Siruma Coffee Lab. We wanted our initial 
sustainability efforts to be focused on only one of 
our four established supply chains, to ensure proper 
oversight and execution. We begin this section with an 
overview of Colombia.
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Few places in the world are more well-known for coffee than Colombia. 
Situated close to the equator surrounded by the high elevations of the Andes 
mountains, the coffee plant does not just thrive here-- it is often regarded 
as some of the highest quality coffee in the world. The ripe environmental 
conditions coupled with the cohesive support and infrastructure provided to 
Colombian producers through one of the world’s strongest national coffee 
federations has further amplified its quality standards in recent years. 

Since Colombia’s first coffee export in 1835, coffee has become a way of life 
and identity for its people across the entire country. Today, Colombia is the 
third-largest coffee producing country only behind Brazil and Vietnam and 
the second largest Arabica producer worldwide - representing a livelihood for 
more than 500,000 Colombian families. Coffee touches nearly all corners of 
the country - over half of the municipalities in Colombia have substantial land 
dedicated to coffee farming.

Colombia is unique, in that 100% of its production (~14M bags in 2018) is 
washed Arabica, most is shade-grown, and a vast majority of this is from 
small-scale producers. In fact, over 95% of coffee growers farm on less than 
one hectare (Siruma). This reality has maintained a primarily family-oriented 
approach to coffee growing, where most of the harvesting and post-harvesting 
is conducted carefully by the producers themselves, fostering a culture of 
quality and attention to detail that is only possible on small family-run farms of 
this type. 

A large country with diverse topography means that many coffee-growing 
regions are incredibly hard to access - however, it also makes for the 3 main 
zones (Northern, Central, and Southern) all having very distinct flavor profiles.
Luckily, one can find freshly-harvested Colombian coffee all year round due to 
the country’s unique geographic position resulting in two growing seasons and 
therefore, two harvests (May to June and October to December). October to 
December is the main harvest, while May to June is the Mitaca season (fly-
crop), which is the second smaller harvest.

The world realizes the high quality and distinctive coffees that come out of 
Colombia, and rightfully so-- it is estimated that nearly 40% of total coffee 
production is tied to the specialty coffee market, with more producers each 
day seeking to obtain these higher premiums to guard themselves from ever 
decreasing international coffee prices. Simply put, the specialty coffee market 
is critical to the sustainability of the Colombian coffee sector, and we are 
committed to our partnerships here. 

COUNTRY OVERVIEW

COLOMBIA
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OUR COLOMBIA SUPPY CHAIN PARTNER 
Valentina Duque of Siruma Coffee Lab

Siruma is a supplier and roaster whose mission is to showcase small-
scale Colombian growers by partnering with individual farmers and 
regional cooperatives, while pushing the bar in quality through producer-
level investments. As Siruma’s first roaster partner, we have been able 
to experience the unique relationships that Valentina and her team has 
cultivated with each producer they work with in Caldas, and how they work 
tirelessly for their benefit. Siruma goes to great lengths to connect with 
growers that are normally off-limits to other suppliers, such as those in post-
conflict areas or with extremely limited access to market.

Valentina helps facilitate the discovery of new coffees to purchase, aid in 
transparency, facilitate communication between us and the farmers, price 
negotiation, and so much more. We rely heavily on our producing partners 
to make directly sourcing coffee possible. We are committed to directly 
sourcing coffee for it aids in building relationships, with farmers knowing their 
coffee has a guaranteed market year after year. Furthermore, having direct 
relationships allows us to streamline communication and resources. We value 
our relationship with Siruma and could not be happier with having them as our 
Colombian supply chain partner.

COLOMBIA
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COLOMBIAN COFFEES SOURCED IN 2019

Due to Coffee Manufactory sourcing Colombian coffee exclusively through 
Siruma Coffee Lab, our efforts are centralized in central Colombia across the 
Caldas Department. 

In 2019 we purchased 16,380 lbs of Colombian Coffee, the majority of which 
(14,910 lbs) were purchased from the following four regional lots: 

1. San Lorenzo, a collection of indigenous small-farm coffee growers 
located in the municipality of Riosucio department of Caldas. Most 
of the farmers who contributed to this lot are associated to the 
Cooperativa de Caficultores del Alto Occidente de Caldas , who 
works directly with these farmers in developing and enhancing 
their production and processing techniques. 

2. Risaralda, a neighboring department to San Lorenzo, that boasts 
incredible growing conditions - from healthy soil to consistently 
warm temperatures, all of which contribute to the region’s ability 
to produce high quality coffee. 

3. Anserma, a cooperative that was created with the sole intention 
of improving the quality of life for coffee producers in the 
region. Today, it represents more than 2,000 coffee growers and 
continues to invest profits from their commercial activities and 
has even ventured into roasting, with the objective of maximizing 
revenue for its cooperative members. 

4. Montebonito, a smaller lot that was curated by a group of coffee 
growers associated with the Anserma cooperative.          

The remaining 1,470 lbs were microlot purchases from three single-producers: 
Gerardo Franco Valencia, Jose Alejandro Martinez Arcila, and Carlos Evelio 
Naranjo. On the next page is a detailed overview of the Colombian coffee 
purchased in 2019, including volume and price of each coffee sourced.  

Riosucio

Risaralda

Anserma

COLOMBIA
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TRANSPARENCY REPORT: COLOMBIA 2019

Producer

San Lorenzo

Montebonito

Risaralda

Anserma

Gerardo Franco Valencia

Jose Alejandro Martinez Arcilz

Carlos Evelio Naranjo

Regional

Regional

Regional

Regional

Single-Producer Microlot

Single-Producer Microlot

Single-Producer Microlot

16,975.60

3,240,80

7,716.18

4,938.35

1,697.56

771.62

771.62

$2.10/lb

$2.60/lb

$3.00/lb

$2.60/lb

$2.75/lb

$2.60/lb

$2.60/lb

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

Volume lbsLot Type FOB (Price) Length of Partnership

COLOMBIA
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TRANSPARENCY REPORT TERMINOLOGY

Deep Dive (Side Bar) – Definitions

Regional Lots 

Coffee Manufactory sources both regional and single-producer microlots, 
each contributing different, yet essential roles. Regional or multiple-producer 
lots are made up of coffee from more than one producer from a given region. 
Often times the number of producers contributing to one regional lot can 
get into the hundreds. Dependent on the country of origin, most producers 
have very small farms, between 1-2 hectares that are only producing a small 
amount of parchment and by contributing to a regional lot, producers are 
likely to fetch a higher and more consistent price, especially if companies 
commit to buying the same regional lot year after year. 

Single-Producer Microlots

As regional lots encompass coffee contributed by producers from a  
given region, a single-origin or single producer coffee means that it  
comes from a single producer, crop, co-op or micro-region in one  
country. Often times these coffees are named after the community,  
farm, or co-op that is producing and contributing to a single lot of the 
coffee. Although they tend to be smaller, these lots play a critical role  
for both Coffee Manufactory and producers. 

FOB

FOB or ‘free on board’ is frequently mentioned when referring to the price 
paid for coffee, as it signifies the transfer of ownership and liability at the 
port of export. A coffee’s FOB price should encompass the costs and profit 
margin for the farm, mill, and offices that were involved up to the point of 
export, although many times this is not the case. While FOB prices do not 
inform us on how much producers ultimately receive, they do provide a great 
insight on how one values the price of coffee. Supply chains are complex with 
many players involved in preparing coffee for export. Although knowing how 
much producers are paid (farm-gate) is ideal, proper documentation is often 
limited. Nonetheless, FOB price transparency is critical information as it is a 
valuable indicator when determining whether the price paid for coffee was 
sustainable and equitable.

COLOMBIA
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COLOMBIAN SUPPLY CHAIN BASELINE SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT

This past year, in collaboration with our Colombian coffee 
partner, Siruma Coffee Lab and our sustainability partner, 
SCS Global Services, we embarked upon our first pursuit 
toward understanding and assessing Producer-Level 
Sustainability through the process outlined in this report. 
In June 2019 we successfully completed Step 1 and 2 of 
The Road Map to Achieving Producer-Level Sustainability, 
by conducting a Baseline Sustainability Assessment and 
Benchmarking Existing Sustainability. 

COLOMBIA
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STEP 1: Baseline Sustainability Assessment Overview

Country: Colombia

Region: Municipalities of Anserma and San Lorenzo,  
in the Department of Caldas

Date of Baseline Assessment: June 17 - June 22, 2019

Third-party data collector: Roberto Rivera, SCS 

Siruma Coffee Lab supply chain: 487 farms

Number of farms sampled: 17

Average farm size sampled: 3.18 hectares 

Breakdown of farms sampled: 12 Cooperative-Associated Farms, 
2 Unassociated Farms (Non-Cooperative Members),  
3 Single-Producer Microlot Farms.

COLOMBIA

Regional map showcasing the general location the 
Baseline Assessments were conducted in. 

Caldas

Colombia
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STEP 2: Benchmarking Existing Sustainability

Moving forward with the Road Map is Step 2: Benchmarking Existing Sustainability. Summarized below is the collected data 
received from our Colombian Baseline Sustainability Assessment, with each KPI benchmarked into its respective tier. 

KPIs 
BENCHMARKED 

AS
SILVER

KPIs 
BENCHMARKED 

AS
BRONZE

KPIs 
BENCHMARKED 

AS
GOLD

GENDER EQUITY

PRODUCTIVITY

PRICE

INCOME

FARM LABOR

NEXT GENERATION
OF PRODUCERS

NEXT GENERATION
OF PRODUCERS

FOOD SECURITY &
WATER ACCESS

SOIL

LAND USE & 
CONVERSION

TRAINING &
EDUCATION

BIODIVERSITY

GENDER EQUITY

WATER

COLOMBIA
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COLOMBIAN SUPPLY CHAIN -  
SUSTAINABILITY ENRICHMENT STRATEGIES 

Having benchmarked the KPIs from the Colombian Baseline 
Sustainability Assessment, we now need to address the KPIs 
benchmarked as Bronze. Over the next couple of months, we will 
engage with our partners at Siruma Coffee Lab to strategize and 
identify Enrichment Strategies to implement. We are excited to 
continue working with Siruma and SCS Global Services toward 
achieving Producer-Level Sustainability.

NEXT BASELINE ASSESSMENT – HONDURAS

As we continue working toward achieving Producer-Level 
Sustainability across our Colombian supply chain, we have plans to 
conduct our next Sustainability Baseline Assessment in Honduras in 
2020.

LOOKING
AHEAD
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CONCLUSION

No matter how big our aspirations or how innovative our approach, 
real change will rely on our ability to effectively measure our impact in 
these areas and communicate this impact to others. By documenting 
and sharing our approach to sustainability, we hope to encourage 
other companies to build on or replicate similar efforts across 
their supply chains. All the while, remaining equally committed to 
continuously learning and improving upon our practices. We hope 
through transparency, we can learn from one another and strive 
to create a better future for all. By sharing our goals and progress, 
we can work together to create a more equitable and sustainable 
coffee industry. If you are interested in learning more, collaborating 
on future projects, or just want to drop a line, feel free to reach us at 
info@coffeemanufactory.com.
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THANK YOU

We would like to extend a huge thank you to everyone who helped 
with the creation of this report. We would like to especially thank: 

And lastly, we want to thank YOU for taking the time to read our 
Sustainability Report, we are looking forward to the journey ahead 
and continuing this work!

WITH GRATITUDE, STEPHANIE ALCALA, SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIST

— Chris Jordan

— Jillian Ressler

— Jeremy Brooks

— Sara Hollis

— Katie Brussell

— Jamie Smith

— Ella Yehros

— Julianna Santolucito

— Califia Farms

— Falcon Coffees

— The Tartine and Coffee Manufactory Team

— Johannna Uribe and Valentina Duque from 
Siruma Coffee Lab 

— Mandy Workman, Emmanuelle Klachky, and 
Jorge Ramirez from SCS Global Services

— The network of coffee growers throughout  
the Department of Caldas in Colombia 
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